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REGULATIONS ON USE 

Stephen C. Levinson and Asifa Majid 

This website and the m aterials h erewith supp lied have been developed by m embers of the 
Language and Cognitio n Group of the Max P lanck Institute for Psycholi nguistics (formerly the 
Cognitive Anthropolog y Research Group). In a nu mber of cases m aterials were designed in  
collaboration with staff from other MPI groups.  

Proper attribution 

Any use of the materials should be acknowledged in publications, presentations and other public 
materials. Entries have been developed by diffe rent individuals. Please cite au thors as indicated  
on the webpage and front page of th e pdf entry. Use of associated stimuli should also be cited by 
acknowledging the field manual entry. Intellectual property rights are hereby asserted. 

No redistribution 

We urge you not redistribute thes e files yourself; instead point peopl e to the appropriate page on 
the Field Manual archives site. This is important for the continuing presence of the website. W e 
will be updating materials, correcting errors and adding information over time. The most recent 
versions of materials can always be found on our website. 

Be in touch 

The m aterials are being released in the spirit of intellectual co-opera tion. In som e cases the 
authors of entries have not had the chance to pub lish results yet. I t is e xpected that users will 
share results garnered  from  use of these m aterials in  free in tellectual exch ange before 
publication. You are encouraged to get in touch with us if you ar e going to use these m aterials 
for collecting data. Thes e manuals were orig inally intended as workin g documents for internal 
use only. They were supplem ented by verbal inst ructions and additio nal guidelin es in m any 
cases. 

The contents of m anuals, entries therein and fiel d-kit materials are m odified from time to tim e, 
and this pro vides an ad ditional m otivation fo r keeping clo se contact with the Language and 
Cognition Group. We would welcome suggestions fo r changes and add itions, and comments on 
the viability of different materials and techniques in various field situations. 

Contact 

Email us via http://fieldmanuals.mpi.nl/contact/ 

Language and Cognition Group 
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics 
Postbox310, 6500AH, Nijmegen, The Netherlands 

http://fieldmanuals.mpi.nl/contact/
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LANGUAGE OF PERCEPTION: 
OVERVIEW OF FIELD TASKS 

Asifa Majid & Stephen C. Levinson 
 
 
The entries in this section all focus on the language of perception. The first entry 
“Language of Perception: The view  from language and culture” provides an overview of 
linguistic and ethnographic phenom ena relevant to this topic. It serves as a general 
orientation and provides som e guidance to th e language of perception so that you can 
conduct the standardized tests with the appropriate instructions for your field site. 
 
The other entries provide guidelines for how to conduct the standardized nam ing tasks. 
The goal of  these tasks is to test the hypothe sis that som e perceptual dom ains are more  
“ineffable” than others.  It is comm only assumed that the vo cabulary associated with the 
proximate senses (olfaction, tast e, touch) is poorer than vo cabulary associated with the 
distal senses (vision, hearing). For exam ple, Slobin (1971) states  that “W e have an 
inadequate vocabulary for expressing sensations of the proxim ity senses” (p. 108 – see 
also Sturtevant 1964 p. 119, who ar gues that in smell and taste English “has a relatively 
small and weakly terminologized vocabulary”). Evidence from aphasics also suggests that 
the vocabulary for the proxim ate senses, part icularly olfaction, m ay be particularly 
sensitive to disruption (Goodgla ss, Barton & Kaplan 1968). W e want to test whether the 
proximate senses are universally ineffable – suggesting an architect ural constraint on 
cognition – or whether they are just accid entally so in  Indo-European languages,  which  
would open the question of the relationship between language and the senses. 
 
To test the hypothesis we have devised nam ing tasks for the different senses. W e will 
compare response consistency with in communities and establish wheth er some domains 
are more codable –  or conversely more “ineffable” –  than others. The domains are: 
 

(1) vision – color   
(2) vision – shape 
(3) sound  

(4) tactile texture 
(5) olfaction 
(6) taste 

 
It is important to collect data for ALL of these domains. The tasks are all brief, consisting 
of a small number of stimuli, so they should not take long to run. Furthermore, we are 
interested in primary responses so long interviews with all consultants are not required.  
 
NOTE – For all of  these tasks, we  wish to kn ow whether there a re o rdinary te rms tha t 
refer to the abstract pro perties of color, shap e, texture, sound, olfaction and taste. We are 
interested in terms that are r elatively frequent, formally simple and r elatively salient, not 
in hypertrophied descriptions.  Of course, if there are no ordinary term s then we wish to 
know what other resources speakers can use to describe such stimuli. If you elicit a long-
winded description, do try and elicit a shorter, more targeted description by asking Is there 
a simpler way of saying it? This will also facilitate th e analysis com ponent, where you 
have to code speaker responses. 
 
Also note that because one of the goals of this project is to test for how much consis tency 
there is between consultan ts in ho w they desc ribe a s timulus it is im portant to test th e 
consultants individually, and out of hearing of other consultants. We do not want to inflate 
apparent consistency by testing in groups! 
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We also urge you to video-ta pe all your sessions. Gestur al information m ay provide 
additional cues as to local categories. Minimally audio-tape all sessions. 
 
Each task will tak e ap proximately 10-30 m inutes per co nsultant – c olor m ay take the 
longest time since there are 80 color chips. All other tasks have between 5 and 20 stimuli 
to name. You could run all tasks in a sing le session, in which case follow the order of  
tasks in th e field m anual. Alternatively, you can use each  of the sub-tasks as a brief 
interlude between other tasks. 
 
The standardized tests also provide a method for collecting vocabulary for the language of 
perception so that you can begin articulating the grammar of perception in your language 
and its underlying semantic param eters. For this com ponent you should go beyond the 
strict protocol of the main  tasks and conduct further elic itation. W e have given som e 
suggestions of questio ns to  ask in an “Op tional pos t-task elicit ation”. Any ad ditional 
questions should not be asked until the main experimental phase is complete.  
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